TALL XVII Session #4 Corpus Christi/Rio Grande Vasleey- April 19-23, 2021
By Big John Leifester, #14

There is truly nothing like South Texas. The amazing scenery that changes within two
hours of each other is unmatched next to the hospitality shown to our cohort. Our first time to
have the bus and I felt like we were able to grow closer as a group with it. As the cohort started
the afternoon in Odem, TX at Smith Gin, Dr. Jim and I were in Rockwall to pay our respects to
the late Jim Prewitt, a wonderful supporter of the TALL program and an even better friend to
those who got to know him, over the years. What started the trip as sadness in the loss of a
great leader of agriculture, morphed over our trip to South Texas into much more deep seeded
appreciation for the agriculture industry we choose to work in.
The group started with a tour of the Kiewit Offshore Services. The massive size of the
equipment and the drilling platforms they produce is stunning. The amount of coordination and
logistics they use to build these platforms is incredible. These giant behemoths that rise from
the ocean floor are a far cry from how they started, and Kiewit has taken the construction of
these and made it into a beautiful symphony of movement and progress.
Down the road via a bus ride, the cohort welcomed on staff from Welder Wildlife to
take a tour through their preserve. They discussed some of the issues they face in a sometimesmarshy landscape that has feast or famines rain events. They have learned to adapt and
develop land management practices that have helped them preserve the native species
throughout the years. They discussed how the implementation of barbed wire cross fencing and
lack of fire events have dramatically shaped the landscape into a shrubby wildland versus the
coastal savannah of yesteryear.
We were fortunate to be able to listen to the driving tour and producer panel as Dr. Jim
and I drove south from North Texas. It was great to be able to feel like we were there as we
raced to beat rush hour Dallas traffic and get further South. The producers on the panel talked
about how they have assumed leadership roles in their communities and segments of
agriculture that fit their interest and time commitments. The resounding theme of their

message to the group was to build your leadership style that will fit you and your family. After
all, that is really who we need to run everything by. One doesn’t join a volunteer organization
themselves; their family also joins by having to split time with them and their passions to give
back.
We were greeted the next morning by leadership and entities of the Port of Corpus
Christi. The port touts some amazing statistics in revenue that are comparable to the Port of
Houston. There is a massive dredging operation taking place currently to allow the port to
extend their capabilities to larger ships for more commerce. That dredging along with a new
taller harbor bridge will allow the Port of Corpus to be continuing to grow to meet the needs of
the industries it caters too. As we left the port presentation, we boarded a bus to take a driving
tour through the port. There is a large majority of oil & gas trade around the port, but we did
see other industry such as wind energy parts, aggregate being shipped in, as well as grain being
exported.
Safter a wonderful lunch in downtown Corpus at Water Street Seafood, we boarded the
bus to tour the Oso Bay Wetlands Preserve. The city has created a neat blend of classic park
with a nature conservancy feel for the citizens of Corpus Christi to use. Walking trails are lined
with native plant species, while there is a modern playground and activity center for the kids to
use. The wetlands are actually the way the city slows water runoff and captures it after large
rain events. It fills the wetlands and slowly drains to the bay offering an ecosystem unlike any
other around so diverse of animal species and plants alike.
We loaded the bus and popped down the road to the Redfish Hatchery and Oster
Farming centers for research. We met with the team that is studying oyster production and
helping to create a great industry for the local area. They are leading the way to introduce
larger scale oyster farming to the coastal bend area. At the redfish hatchery, the team is
studying the effects the species habitats have on production and survivability. They help to
repopulate the states redfish count by breeding and releasing redfish along the coast and in
four lakes across Texas.

We wrapped up day two with a wonderful steak dinner and social sponsored by Texas
Farm Credit. They had all the fixings and the fellowship we were able to do was greatly
appreciated. Scott Frazier’s family welcomed us and their hospitality was great. Scott spoke
about his role in the coastal bend agriculture industry and how he has adapted to help grow
with the times.
Wednesday we headed furth into South Texas and took a driving tour through the King
Ranch Farm to see what they are doing to help broaden the scope of the King Ranch brand.
They farm corn and this revenue source has allowed them to maximize the value per care of
land versus when they only ran a cattle and horse program.
We were treated with a breakfast at the Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Center. We visited with
Dr. Mark Hussey, President of Texas A&M University Kingsville and he explained the growth
their programs have seen over the years. Their ranch management program is developing well
rounded leaders in the field and I was impressed to hear they have working internships with
different ranches across the United States to give their students a chance to work and practice
on a large-scale operation. We also heard from Mr. John Prukop about his time farming both
domestically and internationally in Mexico. He discussed the highs and the ultimate lows that
led him to cease his international operations due to the rise of the cartels.
We traveled south along Highway 281 to the Rid Grande Valley. Wee were passed along
the route by one of our hosts, Mr. Albert Chapa, TALL X; who had just come from delivering a
load of cattle that morning up north. These hosts and organizers of our session are in the thick
of the agriculture industry and take time away to help make sure our cohort has the best
experience possible. We met up with Albert near the Progresso International bridge where we
learned about the export of corn into Mexico. It was a site to see the tandem trailer semi-trucks
lined up to load with corn to take into Mexico, one right after another.
We departed the bridge and headed to the Old Hidalgo courthouse where we learned
about how the valley gets its water from the Rio Grande River. It is very interesting to see these
large canals diverting water inland to help farmers irrigate their crops. The water control starts

near Big Bend and through a series of dams along the way, regulates the water flow for use
downstream.
That evening, Travis Ward and I were fortunate to have dinner with Cruz Salinas, of
UTPA. He worked for the USDA and then took a position with UTPA assisting with teaching
small acreage farming to residents. He helped setup hot houses and worked teaching crop
production to schools through independent school gardens. Teaching the future generation of
farmers through hands on cultivation was Mr. Salina’s passion and he beamed with a sense of
pride telling his story. I have said all along that this program humanizes the industry and Mr.
Salina’s is a prime example of what a leader in agriculture really is.
The next morning, we loaded up on the bus and headed to Frontera Produce where we
received a tour of their storage areas. Walking among the boxes of mangos, limes and peppers,
we got to see the beginning distribution point of the farmer’s hard work. After out tour, we
stopped at an onion field where we they were harvesting a field of onions. About 90 workers
trimmed and sacked onions for pickup by skid steer to load on cargo trucks to head to the
cleaning shed. Most all the vegetables in the valley are hand-picked to minimize damage to the
crop and highlights the need for labor in the region.
We headed as far south as one can go to the Riverside Club where we boarded a boat to
tour the Rio Grande river. Our boat captain gave us an informational tour of the river and we
were fortunate to hear from Customs and Border Protection about their duties they perform to
help keep our industry safe from foreign pests. Representatives from Hidalgo County Constable
Precinct 2 were there to share with us the battle they are facing with human smuggling and
drug trafficking. It really taxes their resources and puts a strain on the Border Patrol as well
when people cross illegally. Hidalgo County Judge Richard Cortez also visited with our group to
talk about the county and what they are doing to make Hidalgo County a great place to reside.
We headed northwest to Mission, Texas to take a tour of Lonestar Citrus Growers. The
citrus industry in Texas was tremendously impacted by the snow this February and the damage
will be felt for years to come. They toured us through the process they use to ripen the fruit as
well the impressive usage of the whole fruit that they breakdown so there is no waste. The fruit

is cleaned, sorted by size and packaged for sale at supermarkets. Those fruit that aren’t as
“pretty” are juiced and their rinds broken down for cattle feed. It was a very informative tour to
say the very least.
The final night in the valley, the red carpet was rolled out once again at a reception
hosted by Albert Chapa, Ramon & Jorge Alvarez and friends. The down-home atmosphere was
welcoming and included a wonderful dinner, mariachis, and dancing. I cannot thank them
enough for the hospitality they showed our group.
The final day of the session, we headed north to the town of Raymondville. We stopped
at Pajaro Packaging, an onion farm and packing shed. The brothers have invested in their
operation to use automation and machinery to help offset the normal high labor demand of a
packaging operation. There were sorting and cleaning machines, and they even had a machine
that palletized the sacks of onions for distribution. It was very high tech and a great example of
overcoming the labor shortage that our industry and the rest of the country is currently
experiencing.
Our last stop was at Armando’s Boot Company, a second-generation handmade boot
company. They explained the process of boot making, from the sizing of the customers foot, to
the production of the actual boot. You must be patient if you want a handmade pair of these
amazingly crafted boots. Their wait time from initial sizing to delivery is about 13 months.
This session was a much-welcomed change to the previous sessions. We got to take
advantage of riding the bus and getting to fellowship more with our classmates. Up until now,
we would convoy in personal vehicles through our sessions. The bus allowed us to learn more
about one another and to build lasting friendships in the industry while strengthening our
cohorts bond with each other. Thank you to all who helped make this session amazing for our
group. We are all looking forward to what our July session will bring and the other sessions to
come.

